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Hy Approach to this Program 



The History of Baths 

Baths in Greece and Rome: 

The concept of preventive medicine is not a totally new idea. 

Back to B.C. 14th century in Greece, or during the Roman Empire 

up to A.D. 5th century, they had a history of building public 

baths with athletic field, so-called, Palestra or Peristyle, 

Although they were built for political intention, they were not 

only recreational facility, but also a highly social place where 

people communicate with each other. 

And water seemed to be thought as pure and sacred because of its 

transparency. Therefore bathing believed to be mentally and 

physically healthy. 
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Baths in the Context of City 

It is said that they had 856 bathing establishments in Rome in 

A.D. 4th century. It v/as one of the important elements like 

temples, amphitheater and forum etc, and located in the center 

of the city. Usually it wasn't connected to the residential 

area but put adjacent to the forums or temples. 
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Natural Spas in Japan: 

Also in Japan, bathing has such a long history as to be considered 

as Preventive Medicine. Llore historically and traditionally than 

public bath, natural spa used to be the place for preventive 

medicine in Japan. Many natural springs lie scattered in valleys 

of mountain area because of its geographic locations-volcanic 

zones. Traditionally people like to go there elen if they have 

no deseases. It is not only for pleasure but also because they 

believe the ionic hot bath has power to prevent anv kinds of 

deseases. 



Public Baths in Japan: 

The history of Japanese public bath is about as old as 100 years. 

One of the reasons why the public baths have developed so far in 

Japan is that they were strongly supported by the community and 

public baths supported the community at the same time. 

Like any other public facility, public baths were the place 

where they could get information about their community. 

Bathing in water, taking off their clothes, that means—expose 

themselves physically and mentally to the public, then communi¬ 

cation, through that situation, would go naturally and smoothly. 

Bathing has not only some effect for preventive medicine, but 

also plays an important role in the infrastructure of Japanese 

society in terms of supporting community. 

^Architectural Competition For Public Bath in 1930 



^Modern Public Bath in Japan(Osaka) 

first floor: Baths + Lockers 

second floor: Sauna + Lobby 



Health Care Facility in Japan 

Although the history of Preventive Medicine in Japan is not so long, 

there is a rather high degree of organizational and functional 

separation between the preventive, treatment and rehabilitative 

services in Japan, Among these, there are 6S health care centers 

for providing preventive services in Tokyo(1971). 

Some of them are public and others are owned by private company. 

One of the health care centers operated by Tokyo Metropolitan 

Government has the following program. It is mainly for preventive 

services and four categories of services are provided, 

—"Activity for the promotion of health", which includes 

nutritional guidance and maternal and child health. 

— Prevention and case-finding of tuberculosis, venereal 

deseases and other communicable deseases, certain geriatic 

deseases, mental illness and certain health problems 

resulting from "public nuisance", 

—"Activities for development of living environment", which 

include food and water inspection, drug control, environ¬ 

mental sanitation, and polution control. 

—Basic public health services, including statistics, health 

education, laboratory, and public health nursing. 

The facility itself doesn't have so big sqace, but some private 

facilities have enough space for a number of employers in firm 

like following examples. 



^Health Care Center in Osaka 

The first floor has clinic space with a few offices and adminstration. 

The second floor and the third floor Eire devoted to space for 

training and conference, plus some class rooms and accommodations. 
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Site Analysis 

Sites; 1. Montgomery County(Woodland) 

2. Southwood Community (Conroe) 

I had a strong impression after I walked around these two sites. 

The first impression of Woodland was completely different from that 

of Conroe to me, even if the environment; surrounded by trees and 

also the approach from freeway, is similar to each other. 

I think that is because the site in Woodland has two lakes and a 

small pond, which absolutely fit in with its surroundings and made 

a sort of secluded region with thick trees. 

On the contrary, Conroe already has buildings, which actually made 

a big difference and gave me an impression of desolute hospital 

because buildings are still under construction and there were no 

people. And also the depressing large parking lot seemed lacking 

in a kind of delicate communication with nature even it is not in 

the center of the city. 

In short, what I think important here is how to deal with Nature, 

especially water(lake or pond) in Woodland would be an important 

factor when you take up the site. 



Site 1; Woodland 

© 

Site 2; Conroe 





Site 2: Conroe 



2. Setback from freev/ay 



3. Trees alona, the lake 





7. Entrance to the lake 

8. Thick trees 



10. Misty lakeside 



11. beyond the lake 



13. Methodist hospital 

14. Acute anale 



16. Open end 



Conceptual Approach to I.P.II. 

^Original Sketch 



■^Conceptual Sketches of the first stage 
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Concept For I,P,Il 

"Prevention" is a sort of intention against the stream. 

And "prevention and desease" has a pair of opposite meanings; 

prevent from desease, health against desease or sick. 

Then you can associate v/ith some similar concepts in terms of 

medicine or human. 

death — — living, birth 

health    — desease, sick 

young   old 

human -—-— — inhuman 

fat ——   — skinny 

You can find it in anyother categories. 
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Those contexts are not always associated as opposition but as 

one's transition to another's. 

As for desease—health or death—living, death and desease should 

be identified by the context of "resulting from living or health". 

Here I would like to associote it with the concept of "ambivalence": 

which is the word used in psychology when love and hatred exist 

at the same time to the same object in yourself, you have to make 

a choice of the others. But you cannotât the spot. Nevertheless, 
rmVz 

you can make it someday. In short your situation is an only 

temporary condition. That means you might lean either of them. 
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As a result of that, the standpoint of preventive medicine could 

be placed at the same place of the diagram. 

If you extend this concept further to other categories like 

architecture, environment, history and medicine, too. 

These words(left—right) of the diagram (next page) are not 

always permanent and true. In other words, terminological 

demarcation is temporary and changeable by any elements which 

break a pair of opposition. 
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Alternate Scheme 
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After evalusting analysis of Site, History and Program, I propose 

my alternate scheme like following sketches. 



Interpretation of the diagram: 
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Alternate Schemes 
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